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By The Whau
Haere mai, afio mai and welcome to BTW… a collection of art by the Whau!
Over the past six years Whau The People has celebrated local creatives through our annual Whau Arts Festival. We
have managed some audacious feats: poetry at lunchtime yum char, river crossings with creatives and opening our
arts space in Avondale, however, BTW is our greatest ode to the Whau yet.
COVID-19 presented an opportunity for Whau The People to transform our yearly festival into a publication that
feels, reads, and connects — like us.
Born of hot coffee and brown paper brainstorms, this ‘festival in your hands’ is an evolution of local talanoa contextualised through a global lens. Amidst the pandemic, Black Lives Matter, #metoo, rollercoaster foreign affairs, constant
construction (road cones aplenty), and the ongoing loss of our beloved urban canopy — BTW became an anchor for
the artists and storytellers within these pages. More than gold sifted through grit this is a historical snapshot of our
community at a critical moment of change.
Access to the arts in Aotearoa is a challenge for many and the opportunity to engage with and contribute to the
creative economy is a hard-fought privilege. We thought deeply about the seven connecting neighbourhoods that
make up the Whau area and how to share this book far and wide, and at no cost. During lockdown, dairies became
critical to our social survival; a trip down the road for milk and bread took on a different meaning. New friendships
were formed with dairy owners — front line heroes risking their own wellbeing and that of their families so that ours
would not go without.
Distributing BTW free of charge at the 40 dairies of the Whau is our way of removing barriers of cost and distance,
while also honouring the space dairies hold as points of vital connection.
Throughout the planning and call for submissions of this collection, we embraced the va and trusted people of the
Whau to inform the process as much as possible. Within the lineal space of potential, long time supporters heeded
the call alongside fresh new talent — voices that have added dynamism, humour and urgency to this offering.
At the heart of BTW there is genuine pride and love for our little piece of paradise here in the Whau. We may find
ourselves doing much of the heavy lifting of Auckland’s housing crisis. We may be facing uncertainties that at times
can seem overwhelming. While art is not the answer to all of these struggles, it gives the struggle purpose, shapes
hauora and defines a horizon line.
For us, the community is our river. We are constantly in awe of the people and groups doing amazing mahi around
us. We extend our heartfelt thanks and our collective mauri in acknowledgement of the contributors and supporters
of BTW.
Arohanui,
Janet & Jody
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White Sunday processions

punctuate the twilight

Tongan drummers

of golden light

too late you missed the flight

Quick! we shout. Come out

above the Waitākeres

sunset writ large

but not to Siberia

somewhere

we were about to head off

and gawped up

buckled in the car

i forgot my children

above the shops

seeing them in towering clouds

once

and the Waitematā

between the Manukau

flowing with the tides

enter the Kuaka

then every December

for the Avondale gallops

above the hooves groundshock

bollocking jockeys bunch up

my Avondale

after that it’s just a hop

Mandir & Cultural Complex

from the Shri Swaminarayan

for a jolt of terracotta harmonics

through Chalmers Street Reserve

and over the winding track

up Avondale Heights

i do the eight-hill walk

most days

nap

after that

right now Love and have a rest

i’ve heard them direct: go home

and if they get a tricky customer

but you can have it for two dollars.’

what it is

the women say: ‘We don’t know

and Sally Army

from the Saint V. de P.

of bargains

with more than two decades

furnished

house and wardrobe

giving this atheist-pacifist pause

of the Nafanua Methodist Church

by the percussion & brass

led past loan sharks

and Anzac Day parades

with the patron saints

up Jude Street for a consult

or it’s off to the Avondale Health Centre

they’ve compassionately lent

mewling hopelessly in the cage

with our bitten cat

over the years to the corner vet

i’ve had to take

or there’s the walk

for their democratic freedoms

to stand up

the people of the Philippines

whose judicial killing inspires

laid for novelist José Rizal

as replacement for a faded wreath

on the commemorative stone

of fresh leaf and placed it

Viv picked a rautapu

at the end of Wingate Street

and back

to Burger Hell

of bruised teenagers

waiting to ferry a load

in the purgatory of its car-park

many an aeon i’ve idled

of the skating rink

to the Paradice

up Lansford Crescent

step and a jump

Janet Charman

and that’s the look i want

opening on the mountains

you see the green eye of the racecourse

in the gap

but since it got demolished

where there used to be a supermarket

opposite the empty lot

but then i stop

proclaiming i’ve an Interloan

with the black stamped satchel

from the Avondale Library

hurrying home

make her happier than i am

luxury brag bags

and no shopped-out fashionista’s

opposite

where the trains and busses stop

by Crayford Street

from the oak trees

drunk under falling leaves

though i prefer tea

pours that good coffee

Salvation Kitchen

but hey

of desperate cases

TIM DANKO

Tongan Women’s Arts and Crafts Group

Taulanga Ū

‘Oku mau fakafeta’i he koe Taulanga Ū, ko ‘emau fakatahataha’anga ‘i he melino moe fiefia. ‘Oku mau fakafeta’i
koe faingamalie ke mau fakataha tu’o taha he uike ke mau fe vahevahe’aki mo poupou ‘aki he ngaahi ngaafa moe
fatongia ‘oe mo’ui. ‘Oku lava lelei mo emau kaveinga ngaue kihe ngaahi ngaue fakamēa’a koe ‘uhi koe fanau moe
mokopuna moe ngaahi fatongia ke fua. ‘Isa koe kulupu Taulanga Ū ia mo ‘emau kaveinga ngaue, tu’a ‘ofa Eiki atu.

Taulanga Ū means a port of safe refuge. Our Mamas find safety and refuge when they gather to talanoa in their reo,
share stories of life experiences and create beautiful arts and crafts that will adorn their children and mokopuna.
They look forward to meeting each other every week and their time together is a safe refuge from the hustle and
bustle of family life, community and church commitments to just enjoy each other’s company and share time and
space together.
Portraits: Whau the People

Nola Leveni

‘Aloha Lani Manulevu

Sherina Vakavelo

Luseane Mahina Vungamoeahi

Falakika Vaipongi Tai

Tominika Fononga

KATIE SMITH

WITH LEELA PATEL

INGREDIENTS

INSTRUCTIONS
Add the chai masala, tea leaves, white pepper, cardamom and ginger to the water in a pot and bring to boil for
about 5 to 10mins. Take off the boil and add milk as desired, watch the colour change to help measure amount...
think a cup of coffee or tea, the more milk you add the milder your chai will be. Let it boil again and keep an eye on
it to make sure it doesn’t boil over. As soon as it has come to the boil again, turn it off, strain into a jug or cups to
serve*.
Now add sugar to taste.
*You may choose to drink your chai masala from a saucer.

Leela Patel might be best known for her role in the film Apron Strings, or as Shanti’s mum on Shortland Street... or
playing dead in Vertical Limit. Locally we know her best for teaching us to sing ‘Eena Meena Deeka’, her expert
knowledge of shorthand and making and sharing the best chai.

MIA STRAKA

EKARASA DOBLANOVIC

Collaborative project with Avondale Intermediate & Age Concern

MARCUS HIPA
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CREATURE POST x SATELLITES x PUCK.NZ

CUT AND FOLD TO PLAY THE GAME!

Te Ara!
Pays homage to the South Asian history of the
game Snakes and Ladders, originally created to
teach religious and moral philosophies related
to one’s actions in life, and how they help or
hinder the achievement of moksha or
enlightenment.
One of the most common versions was called
Moksha Padam or Paramapadam. Rooted in
traditional Hindu philosophy, this version of the
game contrasted karma and kama, or destiny
and desire in relation to the planes of life and
the afterlife.
Te Ara reimagines this history within the
context of contemporary Aotearoa, reflecting
the complex identity of the tamariki who will
shape our city’s future.
Created by Creature Post x Satellites x puck.nz

Students from Avondale Primary School playing Te Ara
Below from left to right:
Walter Gibbs, Marion Lim, Lupe Luddy,
Briseis Palemia-Fata, Margaret Sok, Levi Viljoen
Photo: Julie Zhu

MY GREAT
RO D NORTH
KIM MEREDITH

If anyone had foreseen tree hugging in my future, I would have snorted with all the derision of a teenager who knows
everything. Yet that’s how your ascent into this world began, me, your twenty-year-old mother staring at a tree
outside the hospital window. The thickness of its trunk suggested strength, so I leaned into it during the waves of
pain and began uttering slowly ‘I am the tree and the tree is me.’ You were an opportunity thrown from the heavens,
as your youngest stepson would say. A fiery ball of small dark curls, skin pruned from sitting too long in my womb but
already armed with a long list of requests for the journey ahead.
We began under a roof with three generations, in a rented wooden home, vegetables shooting from a garden toiled
by my mother’s hands in soil owned by the state. You were only two dancing one night on the table, belting out
Ardijah songs, hairbrush raised to your mouth and my parents seeing themselves in a way they never imagined. My
father proclaiming, ‘None of you were ever this way,’ his eyes dancing with excitement, as though he sensed what
was coming.
You must be so proud! This is how people greet me referring to the daughter who grew up to be a writer. The
daughter who as a child loved basketball and collected baseball cards, who wrote songs melting people’s hearts but
mostly reached out in a myriad of ways to give a voice to those silenced by circumstance. I would turn into my
mother Rita and softly reply yes, of course I was very proud.
The families of my brothers and sisters have spent small fortunes buying coffee and fast foods waiting for the final call
at Auckland airport as you headed out to Europe, the Americas, the UK, Asia, the Pacific and even Australia.
Everyone says they want their child out in the world but once it happens you will never sleep again. You take calls in
the middle of the night because they have lost their Oyster card, almost been mugged, had a fight with a lover or
spent the last of the money you sent them for emergencies on organic blueberries and smoked salmon. There are
flashes of your child having taken another path, a simpler one less taxing, no drama or excitement but it is too late
because the time to turn around was never even an option. So you strap in and hold on tight, watch footage of her
meeting members from the House of Lords, Presidents in faraway nations, Crown Princes from eastern regions,
Muslim schoolgirls in Indonesia and wonder where amidst this incredible journey, she will anchor.

I visited with family in New Lynn, marvelling at the small stream that ran through the back of their yard. We laughed
that it was like something out of a TV show from our childhood, not realising we were witnessing the very beginnings
of the Whau River. The water making its way north, past neighbouring properties, through culverts, back out into
the open before merging with a number of streams; the larger and more prominent being the Avondale and Whau
streams, to become the enigmatic Whau River. A six kilometre stretch to reach the mouth between the familiar
peninsulas of Te Atatū and Rosebank in Avondale, before rushing out to join the Waitematā Harbour. For Māori the
river was a rich vein, a life force that sustained them with native greens from its then lush banks, abundant kai
moana from what was clean water, and an expressway between the Waitematā and Manukau harbours. They camped
around the river mouth seasonally to cultivate food or to take a breather while passing through. Paddling waka up
the river to the Avondale Stream, Māori carried these over a short stretch of land to Green Bay on the Manukau.
I learned this is where Portage Road, that runs alongside the Avondale Stream, takes its name. Since it was an
established boundary zone between tribal lands for centuries, intensive settlement arrived later in the form of
migrants from the United Kingdom and Europe. The river and its streams faced a new era as an industrialised
community placed near impossible demands on the waterways but that’s a story for another time.
If I backtrack from the mouth of the river, head south along the peninsula toward Avondale shopping centre, you
arrive at an orange brick home sitting halfway up the slopes. There is a large plum tree nestled in the middle of the
long narrow backyard, in summer the grass becomes littered with sweet fruit the kids readily scoop up. A small
golden dog regularly patrols the top of the wooden fence line; from here I can easily retrace those steps, see the
rooftops of houses spread out below, the Intermediate and High schools, the strong thread of Rosebank Road and
further beyond, cars ant-like follow one another down the Patiki Road onramp onto the north western, past wetlands
teeming with bird and sea life, the Waitematā as always beckoning.
The sound of young voices carry through the open French doors, boys in the throes of fighting an online foe, the
youngest singing at the dining table, painting fantastic lurid pictures. This is where I find you my daughter, where you
have anchored. My daughter who travelled halfway around the world and back again. Under an endless sky along the
main arterial of the great road north humming with life, this is where you found love and made a home in the heart of
Avondale.

During the first lockdown, dairy owners and workers were
among those who provided suburban Aucklanders with our
needs. Selling dollar lolly bags of the rainbow strips and
sugar-coated cola bottles, ice creams and ice pops, milk,
bread and butter, they ensured we had what we needed
at the convenience of a short walk. This project serves as a
tribute to the dairies of the Whau and all over Auckland.
The ‘Whau Dairy Loop’ is a route around the Whau,
spanning Avondale, Rosebank, Blockhouse Bay, New
Windsor, Green Bay, Kelston and New Lynn. In this project,
I met, got to know and photographed dairy owners along
the loop, starting and ending in my hometown Avondale.
At each store, I requested a small item which the owners
believed reflected them most without directly representing
them.
At each dairy I stopped at, I realised the diversity and
similarities which each suburb shared. Each different small
item were artifacts of cultural customs and religions which
bring out the character of those individuals behind the
counters and their families. This project made me question
the way we view these spaces and how they reveal the
traditions within our community.
It gave me a new understanding of dairy culture and what
goes on in and outside of them. My hope for this project is
to bridge the gap between us and our dairies,
particularly after the pandemic we’ve just experienced in
order to become more of a community, so that we may see
and treat each other as neighbours.

JACOB HAMILTON

During the COVID-19 pandemic, New Zealanders and the
rest of the world were forced to rethink their lives and their
interactions with one another. For some, this was the perfect
time to shut off from the world and reflect. For others,
myself included, it presented an opportunity for us to gain
and regain a connection with our families, and more
importantly, with our land and culture.
During the lockdown, with many of our daily routines
disrupted, we searched for comforts from our ‘normal life’.
Whether a Big Ben pie for breakfast or a Magnum on a hot
afternoon, we all looked to one place: dairies.
As the nation followed stay-home orders, dairies kept their
doors open to us, continuing to work not only for themselves
but also for the rest of their communities. This project seeks
to connect us and our essential workers through a series of
photographs which showcase the diverse personalities of the
people behind dairy counters and our relationship to them.

JACOB HAMILTON

Check the back page for answers

‘...It wasn’t the flashest supermarket by any means but it was a community within community and my time spent there
will be well remembered. The trolley boys always had a good laugh especially drawing straws to put on a stinky old
Swanndri and gloves to see who had to climb in the old freezers and fill them with ice cream and peas and frozen
chicken pieces. By the time you came out your hands and face would be frozen, and you would’ve startled a few
unsuspecting customers as they opened the front doors to get their groceries and found a gloved hand and person
amongst the chicken pieces. You might have also lightened the workload by a casual ice cream or two in the
process.’

Ongoing project by Bronwyn Bent

3 Guys uniform photo courtesy of Beau Nicholson
Aerial photo of 3 Guys (Avondale) courtesy of Whites Aviation, 1979

RENEE LIANG

HELENĀ KAHO

JIMMY MA’IA’I

Black Lives Matter T-Shirt Fundraiser Moana Fresh & Positive Screen Printing
Tangata Whenua Stand with Black Lives Matter
Pacific Islanders Stand with Black Lives Matter
Aotearoa Stand with Black Lives Matter
As the global effects of the Black Lives Matter (BLM)
movement made waves in Aotearoa in June, 2020,
Ahilapalapa Rands and Vaimaila Urale of Moana Fresh
initiated a t-shirt fundraising campaign as a way to voice
their support for the BLM cause. They approached Chris
of Positive Screen Printing, another Pasifika owned
business based in Avondale, to screen print the t-shirts.
With Chris agreeing to donate his time and labour, three
artists also donated their artwork for the t-shirt designs
including Huriana Kopeke-Te Aho, Momoe Tasker and
Ahilapalapa Rands.
Moana Fresh were able to respond swiftly to this global
cause building a simple web platform to run the sales
and utilising their social media presence on Instagram to
promote and sell the kaupapa t-shirts. The community
response was overwhelming, and the initial batch of
t-shirts sold out within hours. Although the fundraiser
was based in Tāmaki Makaurau, there was great support
from wider Aotearoa and the international community,

with t-shirts being shipped directly from the Whau to
countries including Australia, Hawai’i, Japan, Hong Kong,
Ireland, Finland, UK and beyond.
As of May 2021 we have raised more than $13,000 for
www.blacklivesmatter.com The fundraising is ongoing
and t-shirts are still available for sale at

www.moanafresh.com @moanafresh
T-shirts are printed by www.positivescreenprinting.co.nz
@positivescreenprinting
Being in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement
is an ongoing practice and runs deeper than any
fundraiser on its own. Let us all commit to eradicating
anti-blackness in our own communities at both systemic
and inter-personal levels.

Kei te mihi nunui ki a koutou, Mahalo nui, Malo Soifua, THANK YOU.

Free postcard courtesy of
JERSEY COLLECTIVE

JERSEY COLLECTIVE

Tuāfale Tanoa’i AKA DJ Linda T. A PLAYLIST

RICHARD GREEN

On
Canal
Road.
TEXT & POEMS BY MICHELE POWLES

A cloud shifts and life comes alive in the canopy. Pīwakawaka are
caught on the wing, illuminated as they dart, call, dare each other
on. Ants still their hurrying, antennae quivering, waiting, watching
for what happens next. There is a heartbeat here that even the
postie can feel. It thrums as the light bends through the
branches. It echoes in the dark grooves of old bark. On a corner
section in Avondale’s Canal Road, life waited to see what would
happen next.The verdant Waitākere ranges in the distance of the
section belie the denuded truth of the Whau area. Once rich in
wildlife, urban sprawl has swallowed much of the green space.
The giant trees that stood in gardens, parks and waterways, have
been felled to make way for people, but on Canal Road a pocket
of green stood tall and proud. In the 1920s, woodworking
teacher Walter Burgess planted a quarter-acre section on the site
in a startling array of native trees.
It would have been a bold move for a Pākehā teacher a
century ago, when the norm was a lemon tree, washing line and
an expanse of prickly grass, but it seems clear Burgess wasn’t
short of chutzpah. He started out as an indentured apprentice at
age 12, and lived a life almost entirely dedicated to working with
wood from then on. By all accounts he was as passionate about
discipline as he was about timber, and the thousands of West
Auckland boys he taught almost universally remember him as a
hard taskmaster. But as the fate of the urban forest he grew from
seed waits for reprieve or rapid death, those who knew him agree
Burgess would have felt the possible loss of the trees like a heavy
weight on his chest.
The plantings at Canal Road grew up around the house until they
towered over it. Given free reign to drink in the ample sun and
rain, the stand grew tall and proud, a haven for birds and curious
children. Among the natives are a kaikawaka and black maire,
trees that were once plentiful but are now incredibly rare in
Auckland. Burgess carved signs for each in Latin and Māori and
the clarity of purpose that led him to plant these particular trees,
was not only unorthodox, but also showed a respect and
appreciation of species precious to Māori that were used for vital
purposes such as building waka and crafting taiaha. As someone
who had dedicated his life to working with wood, he most
certainly felt the responsibility to replenish the forest, and often
mentioned that these slow-growing taonga species would need to
be nurtured for many years so that future generations could know
and appreciate them.
Now, the trees are gone. The extended Burgess family admit
their naivety in thinking the stand was protected, and supported
local protestors, heartbroken at the thought of these giants being
felled. When the first was felled, almost on top of protestor Steve
Abel, a woman stood by, sobbing, inconsolable. They were not
just trees to locals, they were a glimpse of history, a glimpse of
hope and of what a future Whau could look like.
All is quiet on the Canal Road site. Beneath the surface, dying
roots spread into centuries of earth. They knew things we will
never be able to consider, and with their felling, their history has
died with them. The question now is how we hope to plant our
future.

Canal Road images courtesy of the Burgess family archive.

Walter Burgess (1990s) Image courtesy of the Burgess family archive.

A
poem
for
Walter
Burgess
‘The one who plants trees, knowing that he will never sit in their shade, has at least started to understand the
meaning of life.’ — Rabindranath Tagore

It seems likely Walter would have hated
this noise
distant discussion
filling
mouths of strangers
nothing more than coins
in someone’s pocket.
I picture him
small boy on his back
seeds
digging deep
roots in his heart.

in blanched grass
between his fingers

of his inheritance
like it was

under an effortless sky
hope

When they fell
The crash stops everything
he runs as if he is suddenly the son of a Greek god
golden wings on his ankles
not painted on like Nike did once but real
hard out he runs
mouth open but unable to breathe
till there he is
already in the air as the crash keeps coming
bright noise falling all around
while a woman, unrelated, just lost and watching, sobs.
The police suck their teeth
worried this is escalating well beyond a stern look or optimistic nod.
He’s up there now
not coming down even if everything else is
history’s hand on his throat chokes off the reasonable words even though he tries
history’s slap on his skin stings like it might burn forever
history’s mouth turns down at the corners:
what the hell are you doing with everything we gave you.

something laughs and, under the thick dirt,
trees let go
the mycorrhizal links, held fast over eons,
release,
those giant bodies
giving licence to the roaring earth,
nodding as it tumbles like a wave and
steals the very air away
insects laugh at the fragile skin
and misplaced confidence,
of the visitors on
land, earth, dirt,
life
that is bigger than they will ever be.
Now, the men stand,
chins soft, wobbling,
unable to breathe
as the tree roots whisper:
no, not yours,
you’ve earned nothing
learnt nothing
own, nothing.

Mana Rākau member Lissa Knight
Photos by members of the ‘Mana Rākau
Save Canal Road Native Trees’ FB page

Just
when
they
thought
they’d
made it

When the men stand,
hard chins
surveying the edges of their world,
assured no one will question
they’ve earned this right
to stand here
boots immovable, their planted flag
yelling MINE and snapping in the proud wind

Fundraising t-shirt designed by Jimmy Ma’ia’i, printed by Chris at Positive Screenprinting
and supported by Moana Fresh.
@SaveCanalRoadNativeTrees for news and updates
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EDITH AMITUANAI

You either love it or hate it.
I like to think that there are more lovers of Koko Sāmoa in New
Zealand than not. The distinctive smell filling the entire house,
chocolatey taste and nibbly bits saved up in my cup always transported me to a homeland I could only dream about. It reminds me
of being a child cross-legged on my grandparents’ floor in New
Lynn, immersed in our language with siblings or cousins— because
no one ever drinks koko alone.
In the late 1800s, a small variety of white and purple koko beans
(Cacao) was introduced to Sāmoa by the occupying Germans and
over time, Sāmoans developed their own unique style for local
production and consumption. One of these artisan producers of
fine koko (and coffee) is Tuiatafu Nusi Moa Maualaivao. He owns
the delectable “Koko Moni” label and has a huge hand in
processing, sun drying, roasting, grinding, and selling his product.
With alofa from Apia, Sāmoa to Te Whau.
Fa’afetai tele lava to Mele Mauala for sharing this process and the
wonderful work of your father through images and text.
Sarah, Whau resident

Fermentation is the first critical process to developing the cacao beans’ natural
flavours. It’s what helps make chocolate have those rich and luxurious flavours that
we will do anything to taste! Before fermentation, cacao beans taste almost
nothing like chocolate. The principal effect of fermentation is to eliminate or
drastically reduce astringency and to increase the cacao’s flavour complexity.
Astringency is the drying sensation in the mouth. This is the effect you get when
chewing on grape skins or eating a bit of the interior skin of an underripe banana.
Astringency should not be confused with bitterness which is associated more with
the caffeine-like chemical in chocolate called ‘theobromine’.

Koko Moni owner Tuiatafu Nusi Moa Maualaivao

The principal effect of fermentation is to eliminate or drastically reduce
astringency and to develop the full cacao flavour.
Fermentation must be carried out on or near the cacao farm shortly after
harvest. It involves removing the cacao seeds and surrounding pulp from the
protective pod, then placing them in a wooden box covered with banana leaves.
Yeast settles on the pulp and ferments the natural sugars to alcohol, at which
point naturally-occurring bacteria take over. The pH of the seeds decreases while
the temperature increases to as high as 140 degrees F.
The entire fermentation process takes 4—7 days (or longer). During this time, the
farmer’s knowledge and experience dictates the timing of critical steps, such as
turning the cacao beans for aeration.
After fermentation, the beans are dried in the sun for up to 7 days. Sun drying
preserves the beans’ natural flavours, and reduces the danger of exterior
hardening before the bean’s interior moisture can evaporate.
It’s a lot of work but all worth it!

Mele Mauala

Koko Moni photos: Mele Mauala

SĀMOA
TAPIOCA
PUDDING

INGREDIENTS
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- 2 cups milk or plant milk, such as coconut (the kind for drinking),
rice, oat, almond, or your favourite, more as needed (16 ounces)
- 1/3 cup small pearl tapioca balls
- 13.5 ounces full-fat canned coconut milk
- 1/3 cup honey (or maple syrup)
- 1/4 teaspoon fine sea salt
- 1/2 vanilla bean, split lengthwise and scraped, or 1/2 teaspoon vanilla paste or extract added with the chocolate
- 1/2 cup grated Koko Sāmoa (I prefer fine ground as it makes pudding smoother but Koko Sāmoa with chunks (penu)
is just as nice!
INSTRUCTIONS
In a medium, heavy-bottomed saucepan, combine the tapioca balls and milk. Soak for at least 30 minutes (or up to
overnight in the fridge).
Add the coconut milk, honey, salt, and the vanilla bean pod and scrapings if using. Place over medium heat and,
stirring constantly, bring to a bare simmer. Don’t let the mixture boil, or it could curdle. Reduce the heat to low and
cook, stirring and scraping the bottom of the pot frequently with a wooden spoon or heatproof silicone spatula, until
the mixture thickens, 45 minutes to 1 hour. The pudding should be roughly the texture of gravy, with the tender
tapioca balls suspended in the mixture rather than sinking to the bottom.
Remove from the heat, stir in the Koko Sāmoa and vanilla paste or extract, if using. The pudding will be runny at this
point, but it will thicken as it cools. Let cool to warm. Thin with more plant milk if you’re serving this chilled; I usually
add an additional 1/2 cup. Serve slightly warm, at room temperature, or chilled. Store in the fridge for up to 4 days.

NUTRITIONAL
INFORMATION
Calories: 310kcal
Carbohydrates 37g
Protein: 2g
Fat: 17g Satura 14g
Cholesterol: 2mg
Sodium 146mg
Potassium: 140mg
Sugar: 0g
Vitamin A: 35I U
Vitamin C: 0.7mg
Calcium: 39mg
Iron: 2.4
Based on one of six servings.
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EVA FUEMANA

HAZEL RUBY BENSON-DAWE + DANIEL FOOTHEAD

A few years ago, I was in Melbourne, I’d been asleep for
12 hours on a friend’s couch in the city. I was trying to
untangle myself from a dodgy situation with a guy I had
been seeing. I spoke to my Dad on the phone,
exasperated he said to me, ‘Hazel this is your pattern!
You keep doing this kind of thing!’ It wasn’t the
reassuring and sympathetic sentiment I was hoping for.
A year and a half later, back in Aotearoa, I was
confronted by yet another raft of unfortunate
life-altering conundrums. I thought back to what my
Dad said, I felt bitter, resentful, why was this my
pattern? What is my pattern? It was then I started to
absent-mindedly scrawl odd squiggles, swirls, shapes
and symbols into my journal. It was more soothing
than incessantly scrolling my Facebook feed which was
littered with articles about political unrest, terrorism,
climate catastrophe and people I hadn’t seen in years
happy and on holiday. Maybe I could extract some idea
of my pattern from some scribbles, that they would
create a kind of trail of breadcrumbs to the elusive house

of goodies and comfort in the forest i.e., the stable and
steady life of my childhood dreams. I had a very comfy
chair that was faced north on my verandah, here I would
chug red wine and sway in delusional and self-indulgent
thought for hours into the night. Little did I know that
whilst I was ensconced, a large emblazoning force was
dripping sweet milky drops of celestial dew into my
destructive brain cage.
A woman’s menstrual cycle can happen in around a
month’s time. This is a rather enjoyable thing to consider
amid some of the inconvenient symptoms we have come
to accept in having this biological wonder occurring in
our bodies. A friend of mine in passing mentioned of a
white moon cycle. That sounded very intriguing — and
so I was off on an adventure into the quest for finding
new and wonderful ways of perceiving my cycle, my
pattern, my understanding of time, place and existence,
a way that felt rich beyond any material treasure I could
imagine.

We each exist in systems, both internal and external, in
relationship, moving, bending, working weaving through
us. We know from nature that this is so, the celestial
bodies in our solar system move in predictable patterns,
circling, orbiting, captured by forces of energy measured
by science and felt organically in our cells. The human
systems can feel immense and vague, we try to fit into
our corners, have a job, learn something, be in a
family, have a piece of land or a room, something to
own, some four walls that are ours. We measure time by
days, weeks, months, years and then we try to put our
lives into these containers and manage our time with
others who also operate within these systems. What
happens when the external feels out of sync with the
internal world? When there is an appointment, a
commitment, a schedule to complete, a task that feels in
tension with a date or a time? Our emotional landscape
is less predictable. I have felt, at times, unmoored from
the calendar in my diary. The threads of my being have
seemed to be adrift from the time slots available.

I want to do that thing that day, but what will I be
working with emotionally. Will it feel unnatural and like a
strain to put my body, mind and wairua in that place with
those people?
I live in Avondale, Tāmaki Makaurau. I grew up in this
city. I have felt the pressing in of the busy web of streets,
houses, people and traffic in relationship with my
growing and maturing life. Finding nature in this place
can feel harder when our river, Te Whau, is rimmed with
industrial and commercial property. Its banks hidden by
main roads, motorways and shop fronts. I have sought
out the river, going down no exit streets, finding parks,
football fields, walkways that skim its edges. I’m
learning its shape and where it moves, how it comes
to meet New Lynn where big power lines wedge their
metal feet into its soft mud mangroves. Nature has ways
of orientating the human mind into place.

On my walks around Heron (Matuku Moana) Park,
through the pines with fairy doors placed in trunks over
lockdown, I go up on the hill where there is a broken
pine stump that looks like it’s pulling the finger to the
motorway beyond. I look out over the mangroves, at
Motu Manawa/Pollen Island. Here, sometimes I can find
the moon hanging above in whatever shape it may be
on that day and I link in with my sense of time and place.
In these pages I have put together some ideas for
orientating oneself to the cyclical pattern of the moon.
As a woman, I have used the rhythm of the moon to find
understanding in my own internal cycles. I have
included some sources of published work that I have
found useful. My journey of working with the moon is
personal and unique to me, and I feel that it is that way
for others. I write out my monthly calendar with the day,
date, a space for awareness of my menstrual cycle and
the moon shape. Doing this has helped me to feel connected to my movement through time, acknowledging

other energies that exist for me and bringing them into a
place of importance, visible and attunable.
In shifting times, I seek comfort from the methodical and
reliable movement of the moon. I feel the rising energy
of the waxing moon and rejoice when I see its belly full
of sunlight. I surrender and slow down when I see her
coming into darkness before seeing her no more, being
patient as she is hidden and knowing she will return.
The first sighting of the thin silver crescent feeling like a
reunion with a loved one.
In my cycle, I feel the seasons move through me. Spring
feels like the time just after bleeding, the body has new
energy the follicles start to grow, there is a bounce in my
step. Summer comes after I move into ovulation, the egg
ripens, and I feel a sense of nurture and warmth come
into my days. Autumn can feel more unpredictable and
changing, letting go of those warmer seasons and ushering in the cooler more withdrawn energies.

Winter is inward, restorative, contemplative. In nature it
appears like a kind of death, with bare trees and quiet,
cold ground. Sometimes I bleed with the full moon.
Sometimes the inward quiet of the dark moon is when
I take rest to move the unfertilised egg through my body.
All these are necessary parts to our existence, birth, life,
death. The comfort is in the repetition, the reliability of
the changes, the movement around and around. The
moon holds anchor to these shifts and working with the
changes is to find peace in the transitions.
I have found this helpful. It is a framework that works for
me. I would love to connect with others who are
exploring ways of finding systems in nature that
complement the human dimension.

Sources
Celebrating the Southern Seasons: Rituals for Aotearoa — Juliet Batten
Drawing Down the Moon: Witches, Druids, Goddess-worshippers and
Other Pagans in America — Margot Adler

Aroha mai, aroha atu, tiritiria mai te māramatanga ō
te marama.
Kupu/kaupapa — Hazel Ruby Benson-Dawe
hazelrubyazter@icloud.com
Whakaahua — Daniel Foothead

If Women Rose Rooted: The Journey to Authenticity and Belonging
— Sharon Blackie
Moon Circle: Rediscover Wildness, Intuition and Sisterhood
— Lucy Aitkenread
Moonology: Working with the Magic of Lunar Cycles — Yasmin Boland
Te Awa Atua: Menstruations in the Pre-colonial Māori World
— Ngāhuia Murphy
The Moon Divas Guidebook: Spirited Self-care for Women in Transition
— Lara Vesta & Deva Munay
Red Moon: Understanding and Using the Creative, Sexual and Spiritual
Gifts of the Menstrual Cycle — Miranda Gray
Woman’s Mysteries: Ancient & Modern — M. Esther Harding
Women Who Run with the Wolves: Myths and stories of the Wild
Woman Archetype — Clarissa Pinkola Estés
Womb Wisdom: Awakening the Creative and Forgotten Powers of the
Feminine — Padma & Anaiya Aon Prakasha

KAMAL ORTIZ

https://soundcloud.com/whauthepeople/waitakere-forest-walk-20min-meditation?in=user-75146440/sets/nature-vibes

LEAH WILSON

JASMINE TUIĀ

PAINTING: JEAN STEWART
PORTRAIT OF WHAU LOCAL HERO WINNER: ANNE RILEY

Atonia Vavao

CHLOE GEOGHEGAN
+ PAULINA BENTLEY
Documentation photos: Sam Hartnett

In 2019, Ioana Gordon-Smith, Jody Yawa McMillan, Deahne Lakatani and Leonie Freeman received a
Toi Rangatahi grant from Creative New Zealand (CNZ) to bring together young creatives from in and
around Avondale. The idea was to collaborate for a year, and eventually stage an exhibition at Te
Uru, technically their local public gallery just up the road in Titirangi. Yet for this group being based
in Avondale, Titirangi could have been as far away, and different as, the North Shore. They felt like
they were rocking up to a grand gallery, bringing different ideas and fresh vibes. No doubt, Te Uru’s
architecture is austere, and perhaps even stern. So it took a while to lift that layer and find some
warmth, which happened through some visits and getting familiar with the gallery team.
Already running in the Whau was Fresh One, a group of young local creative talent brought together
by Deahne and Leonie of The Creative Souls Project at the beginning of 2019. Fresh One collective
is open to any young creatives, so it was adopted, or perhaps co-opted, by a crew of artists that
became the second generation of Fresh One.

Where You From?

The group started working together at All Goods, with workshops and talks from local artists, such
as Janet Lilo, who ran a workshop on communication. Eventually, HOMY the van was purchased in
order to get the crew from Avondale to Titirangi, but, alas, HOMY didn’t make it to the end of the
project. RIP HOMY!
A practice exhibition was presented at All Goods called EXPOSURE in late 2019, and this gathered
together most of the artists and both of the curators later seen in WYF: Where You From at Te Uru.
EXPOSURE was created by a core group of Fresh One creatives who hated the word ‘exposure’.
Exposure for many creatives meant volunteering their time and art for the benefit of ‘exposure’
— AKA free labour. It was a critique of this art world trope from young artists who were not taken
seriously enough to be paid yet. EXPOSURE featured over 20 young artists from around Auckland,
and all of the artworks were on sale. And needless to say, thanks to CNZ, all artists were paid for our
work!
In the New Year, Ashleigh Taupaki, Hulita Koloi, Jacob Hamilton, Jasmine Tuiā, Jody Yawa McMillan
and Paulina Bentley took a trip to Talanoa Mau at Te Papa. Talanoa Mau was a thought-provoking
experience. It had its constructive criticism by those who attended, and it opened up conversations
for us who were able to gather at this event. Before Talanoa Mau, Tuiā and Bentley had only
interacted briefly, but by the end of it, they had stayed up to talanoa on anything and everything that
had and had not been brought up already.
2020 saw the crew make its first moves towards the exhibition at Te Uru. They started with some
tours of the gallery, meeting the team and thinking about the gallery spaces and how this group
exhibition could come together. The beginning of the year felt like a lull after summer break, so
starting to think about the show at Te Uru was a wake up call — it was real!
One important aspect of this project was the creation of a pop-up Fresh One shop within Te Uru’s
shop. Adding the experience of commerce to the wider project gave the artists that were interested
in creating commercial work a platform to learn, self-manage and create new work consistently for
half a year. Also, Fresh One artists were in Te Uru’s shop, alongside well known New Zealand
ceramic artists and jewellers. The pop-up shop was expertly pimped out in the gallery’s loading bay
by Hamish Raman, Jason Khun and Cyrille Paul Lim, and named ‘Home-Stay’. During its 7 month
stay in Te Uru’s shop, it saw just under 100 different works all for sale.
Then, the lockdown hit. Just when we were all on a roll. Artists who were by now commissioned
and working towards the exhibition at Te Uru, had to come together and re-think the exhibition and
wait for the gallery to re-open. In lockdown, the theme for the exhibition shifted because of the fact
everyone was tucked away in their bubbles 24/7. The lockdown allowed the group to remember the
importance of home, how our homes are our safe spaces, and where our identities and personalities
are created.

Eva Fuemana

Hamish Raman

***
Thankfully, Te Uru’s winter programme fell perfectly between the two Auckland lockdowns, so we
were able to put the exhibition together and mainly gain professional experience and exposure
through the show. There were only a few plans that did not make it into fruition – this was an evening
music event in Te Uru’s loading bay and a school visit of 167 pupils from Prospect School in Glen
Eden. Despite the restriction on gatherings that cut these events from our programme, we were
lucky to be able to run a brunch opening event (with two young Fresh One caterers) with family and
friends in the Learning Centre at Te Uru before the exhibition opened to the public.
The exhibition itself asked the question: where you from? Paulina and her co-curator, artist Hulita
Koloi, wanted to highlight how common this question is when people meet and interact.
‘Depending on how you interpret the question, it can result in a variety of answers. Whether you
define your origins ethnically via migration, through ancestral connections, or simply by your suburb,
where you’re from is also the place you call home.’[i]

How we got here.

Looking back at the way the works in the show came together, WYF: Where You From? created a
format, where it was almost like an introduction between the artists and audience. Each work was
a sample of an artist’s current work, and the labels were biographical, exploring their respective
interests and backgrounds as well as what each object was about. Visitors to the show could find out
where the artists were from.
Artists and best friends Ashleigh Taupaki and Jasmine Tuiā addressed the notion of home through
work that explores indigenous Pacific forms of place-making and storytelling. These narratives are
contemporary — influenced not only by the past but the present. Taupaki presented a cast concrete
sculpture titled Field of Blood, 2020 that was an impossibly heavy, translating Māori and Sāmoan
perspectives through hard material to create a visual language for memory, knowledge and tradition.
Her painting, Weeping Tears of Hinemuri / newly formed waters, 2020 presented in the window of
the gallery, was physically heavy too and had a similarly raw and textured surface.
Tuiā’s photographs and videos under the collective title Love to Us, 2020 in WYF presented a new
generation of the body for Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC). Her images of peers
and party friends re-presented Pacific identity, using polaroid prints as well as a digital montage of
Instagram and Snapchat stories to re-orient society’s understanding of her generation. About her
practice, Tuiā says: ‘Drawing on my own experiences of the contemporary “art world” and its
hierarchical establishments, these moments with my friends provide a counter narrative of brown/
black truths and bodies within gallery spaces. One that reflects our nurturing relationships,

Ashleigh Taupaki

Jasmine Tuiā

memories, and pieces of realities. While this work highlights the value of relationships and our
experiences as part of different narratives, it also addresses wider social, political and cultural
experiences and spaces that connect us.’

Taunese Puā

In many ways, Puā’s paintings also aligned with Hamish Raman’s suspended
Perspex sculpture In many ways, Puā’s paintings also aligned with Hamish
Raman’s suspended Perspex sculpture Outside In, 2020. Raman’s layered
portrait captured the imagination of many visitors, who read the work as an
emotive dialogue between the inner turmoil we all hold within us. Like Puā,
Raman created this work from a place of personal sentiment and conflict,
born from exploring behaviours that are contrary to the values to which they
have been taught.
Aside from Taupaki’s concrete monolith, much of the work in this exhibition
were presented in very soft and light materials that disguised a heavier set
of concerns. Raman, Tuiā and Puā achieved this through their use of light –
photography, Perspex and colour. Taupaki’s painting on glass also offers this
impression, without giving away the true and literal weight of the work.
Eva Fuemana’s painting Return the Lambs, 2020 is just as soft, created
with cotton embroidery, soft pastel and acrylic paint. Hidden amongst this
warmth in plain sight is a graphic depiction of a slaughtered lamb.
Fuemana’s practice explores prejudice and lived realities embedded in the
everyday lives of People of Colour. Her Niuean heritage guides her to make
art that celebrates the intersection between both traditional and
contemporary Polynesian cultures. She often creates work combining
organic matter and industrial materials to create metaphors and
juxtapositions within the ‘coloured millennial experience’.
Joseph Hisayasu’s three-part photo collage could be seen as a juxtaposition
as well. A Bit of a Joke, 2020 is an exercise in subversive self-portraiture,
with images of Hisayasu looking amused and engaged, but the image itself
is broken. Torn photo paper and broken framing glass sit atop Hisayasu, as
does a roll of cello tape that appears to be left behind after an attempt to

Joseph Hisayasu

Where You From?

Taunese Puā presented a similarly challenging series of works that challenged notions of the Pacific
body. Unorthodox, 2020 consisted of three large paintings portrayed graphic elements: an
anonymous female form and visitors were invited to apply censored stickers atop a protective
Perspex layer. The challenge to visitors to decide what they think should be censored of course had
interesting results, some actively choosing not to censor the breasts, stretch marks, skin folds or
genitalia depicted. As a young Pacific woman, these paintings represent Puā’s experiences of
autonomy, sexual freedom, liberty and self-determination.

Jason Khun

Jason Khun, otherwise known as Mr Meeseeks in WYF, presented a similarly subversive series of
paintings that, like Puā’s paintings, were also protected by a layer of Perspex so visitors could draw
on top of them. For weeks, people would enter the gallery and gravitate to his work, titled Art Or
Crime, 2020 to draw atop of the perspex and add their tags and messages that automatically
layered in with the graffiti paintings below. These new additions meant the works were
ever-changing, just like graffitied public space would as artists and passers-by added their own work
to it. Khun’s work in WYF perfectly challenged traditional understandings of graffiti as something
that an art public would disapprove of – yet presented in the gallery space, they were actively
inspired by it.
This challenge of the status quo is also what Jacob Koroa Hamilton explores in two works: Bluey,
2020 a framed Avondale College jersey, and Untitled siren, 2020 a sculptural assemblage
consisting of a siren filled with hair in a gym bag. The siren played Aotearoa’s national anthem so
slowly that it was unrecognisable, instead of sounding like what you would hear if you were
approaching a monastery in the mountains. Both works were a meditation on youth and locale,
offering insight into Hamilton’s memories of growing up in Avondale.

WYF: Where You From? was an incredible experience for everyone involved. It created a new
platform for dialogue around topics that we all struggle with – young and old. This group of
artists, who came together because of this opportunity, presented an exhibition that challenged the
stigmas they face every day as young People of Colour living, studying and working in Auckland.
Together, they worked to reveal and confront these challenges through the process of making the
exhibition and presented an incredible series of surreal, subversive and non-conformist ideas that the
gallery audience could understand and connect with.
This project would not have been made possible without the many hands involved. It brought
together young artists all around Auckland and allowed many their first opportunity to exhibit their
works. It allowed young people to navigate different career options but most of all it created a solid
identity for Fresh One. Fresh One is for the next generation. It was for the nerds and the creatives.
The silent and the loud. It’s for everyone to come together in an odd ball mix. It was for us.
Shout out to the women who pushed us through this all, Te Uru, and co-curator Hulita Koloi.
____________________
[i] Paulina Bentley and Hulita Koloi, curatorial statement, May 2020.

Jacob Koroa Hamilton

Cyrille Paul Lim’s screen work was a video collage that displayed his interest in the intersection
between art and design. Titled Out of Focus, 2020 it presented expression in its purest form, as Lim
took the viewer through a visual journey that folded in and out of itself, dividing and shifting
between various photographs and smaller film works combined. Ultimately, the freedom of
expression that this work displayed is perhaps what we saw in all of the works in WYF, as well as the
drive to create and explore new ways of being creative.

Cyrille Paul Lim

How we got here.

Hamilton’s work showed us that the concept of home is certainly wrapped up in memory and other
intangible forms and feelings. This is also represented in two screen works in the exhibition.
Singer-songwriter Atonia Vavao’s film Dad and AD, 2020 explored her connection to her home
through imagery of her father. The film is visually rich with colour and texture, and visitors were able
to listen with headphones to a soundtrack with audio by Imogene Alan Aspinall-Motufoua.

TAUNESE PUĀ

MMXX: https://youtu.be/PbPluOnJ2qg

ATONIA VAVAO

KIM MAREE
DAD N AD https://vimeo.com/472795734

AVONDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL, TUI 1 & WHAEA MORGAN

Kia ora Avondale WALK
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Check the back page for answers

HOLLY ROCCK

Te Toi Uku is a museum in New Lynn that tells the stories
of the West Auckland commercial potteries including
Crown Lynn. We are planning an oral history project to
capture the stories and voices of the Māori and Pasifika
people who worked at Crown Lynn.

We know that a prolific migration of Māori and Pacific
people came to Auckland and worked for Crown Lynn.
From a handful of research materials and oral history
interviews, we know that some migrations were
permanent whilst others were temporary.

Before a Crown Lynn product ever graced the tables and
kitchens of Aotearoa, clay had to be dug from the earth.
It went on to be processed, poured, pushed, baked,
painted, stamped, and glazed. We know about the
designers,hand potters, managers and the processes,
butwho were the people who really made Crown Lynn?

We know that clashes between groups occurred but
mostly people worked together, even with language
barriers, to get the job done, and yet there is still so
much we do not know. The museum is always looking
to learn more about the Māori and Pasifika people who
worked in the Crown Lynn factory and plans to
undertake an oral history project in 2021. If you or
someone you know would like to sharea story, please
get in touch. Also if you can identify anyof the people in
these photographs, we would love to know!

Factory workers
At the peak of their success, Crown Lynn had a staff of
500 people at their New Lynn site. When the demand
for Crown Lynn products increased from the early to
mid-1960s until the 1970s, finding enough labour to
keep the factory running through the 4 day and night
shifts proved difficult. As was common at the time,
Crown Lynn reached out to immigrant communities and
sent recruiters to the Pacific Islands.

See Te Toi Uku on the contributor page for image credits

Contact
Rosemary Deane
curator@tetoiuku.org.nz
www.tetoiuku.org.nz
Ph 827-7349

TWO TREATS recipe
Cheeky Little Pantry Malay Chicken
Ingredients

Method

Packet of 6 boneless chicken thighs
(NB can use chicken drums, chicken breast, nibbles etc…)
3T curry powder — mild or hot
6 cloves of garlic — chopped fine/minced
1 small onion — peeled, cut in ½ and sliced
1T oil
¼C light soy
1T turmeric powder
¼C coconut milk
1t chilli flake (optional)
1T brown sugar (optional)
6 bamboo skewers — soak in water for an hour

Mix all wet and dry ingredients in a bowl
Add chicken and mix — leave for an hour
Preheat oven to 180°C
Medium frying pan 1T oil — once chicken has marinated.
Seal chicken in pan for 2min either side on a med-high heat.
Keep pan, do not wash.
Put on oven tray and cook for 15min.
Pour pan juices over chicken once cooked.

Voilá Doneskis!

PHOTO: DEBORAH TEH

I WAS EXCITED TO PACK MY BAG
But then I found that there wasn’t a lot of room left
Between Mum’s stuff
Dad’s stuff
My siblings’ stuff
There might only be a small space to squeeze some of my stuff in
I was excited to pack my bag
So I moved some stuff around and tried a new way to pack
Mum and Dad said I did it wrong
To leave it alone
So I asked my siblings for help but they weren’t sure either
I was excited to pack my bag
Just had to move some stuff around
It was hard cos no one showed me how to
But if I tried shuffling Mum’s stuff this way
And Dad’s stuff that way
There might be some room, just move my stuff down
I was excited to pack my bag
Until I realised it meant having to unpack everyone else’s stuff first
I started to unpack and unfold
To rearrange and shuffle
To try and tidy up the mess of things inside the bag
It only seemed to get messier
The longer things went on
The harder it was to fit everything in
The bag seemed to become fuller the harder I tried
I was excited to pack my bag
Then I realised I couldn’t do it alone
I texted my friends to ask if they had packed their bags yet
We all realised it was hard to pack our stuff
We all didn’t have the same stuff
But we all didn’t have enough room
So we decided to pack together
I was excited to pack my bag
When my friends brought their bags over we saw the mess they would create
We spent ages laughing almost crying at how hard it was to pack our bags
But together it was easier
We stayed up all night to make sure each bag was unpacked and repacked with care
We folded
Unfolded
We arranged
Rearranged
We found our patterns
Each bag needing a different method
but we packed
And we packed
And we packed
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LIPIKA SEN
‘A mother, after all, is your entry into the world. She is the shell in which you divide and become a life. Waking up in
a world without her is like waking up in a world without sky: unimaginable.’ — Meghan O’Rourke
I found myself surrendering the shattering of my universe to the forest. The bridge across the final splitting of time.
That sudden, gaping black chasm that falls sharply between a gently cradled BEFORE and a lost, gasping AFTER.
For no matter how far my wanderings may have taken me, no matter how many continents apart we were, so long as
the planet had Ma, I was home.
Her leafy arms reaching out to the lost child, she ushers me in, keeping pace with my silences. There is a primitive
comfort to be found walking into the patterned shadows of trees, the rhythmic crunch of fallen leaves, the squish of
mud, the buzz of a bee and the persistently chirping cicadas… attempting to drown out the afternoon agony of the
phone that will never ring again with her cheerful waking-up WhatsApp voice, eager to share the inconsequential
details of our day. The native bush trail behind our Lynfield home, I discover, is just like her. Perhaps Ma and forest
share cells. Primordial natives, engaged forever in mycelium conversations, ever-giving in their exchange of succour
and nutrition and tales, their mighty roots holding up the earth, saving the cliff from crashing down into the bay.
Unlike well-meaning friends, the forest does not urge me to move on. It holds my hands through the daily rituals of
being until our days become one. The hungry tūī announces dawn from atop a pōhutukawa branch. We start the day
drinking forest with freshly brewed kakakawa leaves, foraged from the previous evening’s walk. The afternoons are
often coloured by rainbows over the bay and post lashings of intermittent storms, my outpourings have become rain,
gushing into streams, seawards. Our evenings swallowed into enthralling sunsets.

When the centre cannot hold, the bush holds on to me,
letting me swish around in its womb, not quite ready to be
born into a world without Ma.
When it comes time for us to move, I know, it will never be another house I seek.
But the comforting refuge of the native bush and its enormous heart.
Te Ara O Tiriwa — Green Bay Path
My heart does a jig when we find it at last. The unobtrusive, hidden trail down the road from our new abode in Green
Bay. We follow the fragrant scent of jasmine cascading down from suburban cliff-top backyards, melting into familiar
forest scents of peppery kawakawa bushes, kanuka blooms, wet earth and the salty breeze. A flitting pīwakawaka
guides the way, unafraid of human company. To our right, reassuring old pōhutukawa lean into the water like thirsty
horses, offering peeps of the waiting bay, as we crunchh-crunch down steep wooden steps, crossing a wooden
bridge overlooking a rain-fed stream, delighted to be reunited with our friend again, the native NZ bush. At high tide
in the afternoon, the bay is a blue sheen of silk stretching out languorously, with no hurry to be anywhere.

No one is in a hurry: the slumbering old lady on the bench, soaking
in the sun, the waddling visiting duck, the dinghies anchored under
the pōhutukawa tree. The onward trail to Blockhouse Bay beckons
patiently.
‘To listen is, therefore, to touch a stethoscope to the skin of a
landscape, to hear what stirs below.’ David George Haskell
And so, we find ourselves once again in each other’s embrace.
Part of an ancient dance as the fat pūriri trees stretch out their
clumsy octopus-arms around close clusters of kōwhai, nīkau and
mamaku. The dry fronds of the pōnga (silver fern) hang down like
surfer braids. Fresh branches circling the skies in rippled silhouettes,
the dark bark crisp against a furry trunk. The bush gets denser as
the path grows steeper and narrower but one can rest awhile in its
lap on a thoughtful bench. Just another morsel of life amongst the
forest’s million textures and layers of crawling moss, creeping leaves
and ebullient wildflowers. Survivors all, reliant on each other for
sustenance.
In a brief urban diversion, the trail climbs up to Taunton Terrace with
its lavish houses and luscious gardens. We stop at the cliff edge,
amongst rows of harakeke, the wind catching our hair and the toi toi,
to savour the stunning views of the Manukau Harbour, before
beginning our descent onwards.

A neighbourhood forest is a ritual and a
relationship. A shoulder and a listening
ear. A balm for all things broken. One
might get accustomed to its contours
and crevices but never to its magic.
Hearing the magnificent flapping of a kererū’s wings as it perches
atop a tōtara, or finding oneself staring into the deep, round eyes
of an unexpected ruru can be as exhilarating as a chance encounter
with the Dalai Lama. Meanwhile, drunk on kōwhai nectar, a happy
tūī experiments on new calls, much like a familiar musical friend
trying out an unfamiliar instrument. In another surreal moment, we
are stopped in our tracks by a sudden spray of rain, falling through
bright sunshine, seeming to anoint us with heaven’s mana. Like the
full moon of the other night that gathered us close with the trees
and the ocean into its silver hug.
We become part of the forest’s rhythm, as the winter turns to spring
in the curl of the koru announcing fresh beginnings. The ocean
brings together all our homes as we try to spot our erstwhile pad
from the quaint Blockhouse Bay boathouse that was once the
centrepiece of our view. For now, we enviously watch a nonchalant
swimmer dipping into the cold sea, inspired by a sunny morning and
the Kiwi dream of eternal summer.
At low tide, we plan our return via the midway beach back to Green
Bay. The seabed is sometimes slushy, revealing hidden treasures: a
fallen tree, dramatic driftwood formations and moss-covered rocks
that are nests for creatures of the sea. The bush appears suspended
above us. Naked roots of giant trees hang off the cliff face, where
the land has slid. The afternoon turns to evening. We sip our tea on
a bench, watching Ranginui, the father sky covering Papatūānuku,
the mother earth in molten red. Twilight descends, a seagull dives in
for dinner. Holding Ma in my heart, I realise, perhaps, this is home.

NUMANGATINI MACKENZIE MURAL AT KELSTON PRIMARY SCHOOL

Ashleigh Taupaki

Ko Hauraki tōku whenua, ko Ash tōku ingoa.
Ashleigh Taupaki is an artist and a curator.
Insta: @ashleigh.taupaki

Atonia Vavao

I created this work to show the relationship between
people and places and how the hood will always be
home.

Avondale Primary School

Teacher/facilitator: Morgan King (Whaea Morgan)
A class of ‘Tui 1’ children (Year 1) from Avondale Primary created this masterpiece together for the Bi-annual
Avondale Primary Art Show.

Edith Amituanai

Bronwyn Bent

Ekarasa Doblanovic

Once upon a time, there wasn’t just a big empty space in
the middle of Avondale shops...
Bronwyn Bent is an Avondale local and one of the founding members of Whau the People.

Chloe Geoghegan + Paulina Bentley

Artist living and dying in West Auckland
edithamituanai.com

Ekarasa Doblanovic’s creative practice encompasses
painting and installation with collaborative and participatory projects. She works across New Zealand, Australia
and lastly Italy. Public art location: 57 Rosebank Road,
Avondale, Auckland
artgrounds.art

Chloe and Paulina work together at Te Uru gallery, just
up the road in Titirangi.
Insta: @te_uru_gallery
Insta: @freshonecrew

Eva Fuemana

Creature Post x Satellites

Hamish Raman

Lakshman Anandanayagam, Rosabel Tan, Kim Baldwinson, Puck Murphy, Walter Gibbs, Marion Lim, Lupe
Luddy, Briseis Palemia-Fata, Margaret Sok, Levi Viljoen
Te Ara — created by Creature Post with support from
Satellites — pays homage to the South Asian history
of the game Snakes and Ladders, originally created to
teach religious and moral philosophies related to one’s
actions in life, and how they help or hinder the achievement of moksha or enlightenment.
creaturepost.co.nz
Insta: @aksatellites

Daniel Weetman

Having recently moved to Avondale, I am stoked to be
part of this Whau project and living in this community.
Insta: @cracksanddents

My name is Eva Fuemana, and I am a mixed media artist.
Insta: @evamfue

I hope to inspire people to talk about mental health
more openly and to normalise it in conversations.
hamishraman.com
Insta: @hamishraman

Hazel Ruby Benson-Dawe +
Daniel Foothead

Together exploring the cyclic rhythms of themselves and
the universe, creating a map of connective threads to
ignite imagination and mind.
hazelruby.com
foothead.net

Helenā Rosevear Kaho

Working with recycled materials, I draw on traditional
and modern Pacific motifs and designs to bring life to
my reflections.

Holly Rocck

Finding ways to communicate through graffiti, letters,
patterns and colours.
wordsareweapons.co.nz

HOOP-LA

is a social enterprise working across art, architecture,
urban research, place advocacy and community engagement. We work alongside community groups and locals
and with a wide network of collaborators.

Janet Charman

Janet Charman is a poet. Her writing is often dense,
elliptical or complex in expression, and displays considerable emotional range.

Jasmine Fotuotausala Tuiā

As someone who hates horror movies, I enjoy sharing
supernatural oral stories and non-human experiences;
makes for a fun connected space!
Insta: @jasmine.tuia

Jean Stewart

‘I just hope she likes it.’
jeanstewart.co.nz

Jersey Collective

The art project ‘Postcards from The Whau’ by Jersey
Collective (founded 2000) presents images of individual
artist’s creative responses to the Whau area.

Jimmy Ma’ia’i

My Aunty recently told me,
‘You are not half of either, you’re whole of both.’
Samoasonite Pt.1
Winning entry in the Eden Arts Art School Awards 2020
Courtesy of the Wallace Arts Trust Collection

José Barbosa

“I once drew a perfect drawing of David Duchovny,
but have never since been able to draw the X Files star
since.”
jfbarbosa.com

Joseph Hisayasu

If you turn my page upside down, it will reveal a cool
secret image!

Katie Smith

Katie Smith, is a textile designer, textile artist and educator. She also runs textile workshops from her screen
printing studio, based in Avondale.
smittendesign.co.nz

Kenny Willis AKA Kamal Ortiz

Kamal weaves music based on the natural and the fantastical
Soothing Soundscapes on Soundcloud:
https://soundcloud.com/k-k-mal-willis-ortiz

Kim Maree

I live in Avondale and like creating ambient music videos
that reflect what is going on in my world and beyond.
https://vimeo.com/kimmaree
https://www.youtube.com/user/electronicanz/videos

Kim Meredith

Kim Meredith is a writer, runs Pacific Echoes with partner
Kingsley Spargo and teachesat a Music Tertiary School in
South Auckland.

Koko Moni

Koko Moni is Samoa’s tastiest chocolate! “Moni” means
pure/true and that is our mission. No chemicals and all
natural. Discover the true Samoan koko.
FB: @kokomonisamoa

Leela Patel

Leela Patel might be best known for her role in the film
Apron Strings, or as Shantis mum on Shortland Street...
or playing dead in Vertical Limit. But locally we know
her best for teaching us to sing ‘Eena Meena Deeka’, her
expert knowledge of shorthand and making and sharing
the best chai.

Leah Wilson

It’s time we all started acting like we need them – we do.
Insta: @leahwilsonartist

Lipika Sen

Multi-disciplinary artist and writer, in the last year Lipika
has lived atop a cove, in a palace and near a bay but it is
in the leafy arms of the New Zealand bush that she finds
home.
inhalingthespirit.com

Louise Stevenson

In the everyday minutiae of this personal travel ephemera I wonder if there are prescient indicators of the
future.
louisestevenson.net

Lucy McCammon

I am a proud actor/writer/puppeteer/producer, passionate about creating engagingstories for audiences that
are fun, thought provoking and educational.
FB: @PuppetTreeProductions

NEW LYNN

‘Surround yourself with good people.’
Insta: @marcushipa.art

Tutti Fruiti Fruit Shop: 47 Titirangi Road
Nicole’s Corner Dairy: 11 Sheridan Drive
Astley Superette: 143 Astley Avenue
EzyMart Dairy Shop: 3220 Great North Road
New Lynn Minimart: 2 Todd Avenue
Station Mart: 32-40 Totara Avenue
Jalaram Dairy: 29 Seabrook Avenue
Nikau Superette: 2 Queen Mary Avenue

Max White

AVONDALE

Ahilapalapa Rands + Vaimaila Urale
Moana Fresh celebrates and supports talented creatives
of Moana nui a Kiwa.
moanafresh.com

Michele Powles

Maker, baker, mum of boys and award winning writer of
many things, from poetry to film, novels to non-fiction.
michelepowles.com

Nate Savill

A quiz is a way to impart knowledge and learn in a fun
way, especially when there are prizes involved! Nate has
taken part in Whau Arts Festival from the beginning.
Insta: @heavenly_pop_quiz

Numangatini F. Mackenzie aka Numa
Nature’s Gentleman
Numa is a Cook island artist based in Tamaki Makaurau,
Aotearoa. Numa explores the visual language of the
Moana through many mediums.
FB: @numanaturesgentleman

Renee Liang

Renee Liang is a poet, playwright, paediatrician, medical
researcher and essayist.
FB: @Renee Liang

Richard Green

Ko Hikurangi te Maunga
Ko Waiapu te Awa
Ko Ngati Porou te Iwi
Ko Au, he Mokopuna o te Tairawhiti.
Tihei Mauri Ora.
My name is Richard Green, and I am from the East Coast
and the far far north.
Insta: @thebreetharich

Sam Morrison

‘Rubbish day’ isn’t really about rubbish (but it can be if
you want it to). I love living in Avondale and I love taking
photos. Naturally I have been drawn to combine these
loves and take lots of photos in and around Avondale.

Avondale Superette: 2057 Great North Road
The Punters Dairy: 1897 Great North Road
Dairy: 1771 Great North Road
Rays Dairy: 80 Rosebank Road
Akshar Superette: 1964 Great North Road
Wingate Food Mart: 2057/1 Wingate Street
Shreeji Dairy: 57C Wolverton Street
Super Saver Food Mart: 38 Saint Georges Road
Sonia Superette: 1964 Great North Road
Robs Superette Lotto: 57 Blockhouse Bay Road
ROSEBANK
Avondale Food Market: 277 Rosebank Road
Avondale Superette: 1 Avondale Road
Julieann Dairy: 2 Avondale Road
Roseank Dairy: 146 Rosebank Road
Rosedale Superette: 104 Mead Street
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Max White has lived in Avondale since 1982.
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Golf Road Dairy: 170 Golf Road
Bay Mini Mart: 18 Castleford Street
Green bay Mini Market: 56A Godley Road
KELSTON
Friend Dairy: 3157 Great North Road
Rimu Street Superette: 53 Rimu Street
College Superette: 10 Saint Leonards Road
Kwikstop Dairy: 31 Brains Road
My Choice Mini Mart: 11A Sabulite Road
BLOCKHOUSE BAY
Gaylene Dairy: 274 Blockhouse Bay Road
Bolton Street Dairy: 120 Bolton Street
Domain Dairy: 541 Blockhouse Bay Road
Boundary Superette: 261 New Windsor Road
Taylor Dairy: 67 Taylor Street
Whitney Superette: 193 Whitney Street
Marlowe Superette: 7 Marlowe Road
Fair Deal Superette/Dairy: 363 Blockhouse Bay Road
NEW WINDSOR
New Windsor Dairy: 189 New Windsor Road
Alpine Superette: 126 Whitney Street

Te Toi Uku Crown Lynn & Clayworks
Museum

We are a small but cool museum that celebrates Crown
Lynn and the West Auckland ceramics industry.
tetoiuku.org.nz
Insta: @tetoiuku
FB: @TeToiUku
A: Hand painting production line
Richard Quinn collection, Te Toi Uku 2008.1.3048
B: Dubuit printing straight onto the mugs
while another woman applies the handles, 1980s
Richard Quinn collection, Te Toi Uku 2008.1.3257
C: Smoothing off bases with a damp sponge, 1980s
Richard Quinn collection, Te Toi Uku 2008.1.2982
D: Barry McKay Industrial Photography
Women putting handles on cups, 1950s or 1960s
Richard Quinn collection, Te Toi Uku 2008.1.2976
E: Applying transfers to bowls, 1950s or 1960s
Richard Quinn collection, Te Toi Uku 2008.1.2977

Taulanga Ū (Tongan Women’s Arts
and Crafts Group)

‘Oku mau fakafeta’i he koe Taulanga Ū, ko ‘emau fakatahataha’anga ‘i he melino moe fiefia. Taulanga Ū means a
port of safe refuge.

Taunese Puā

‘O lo’u igoa o Taunese Puā, I enjoy doodling and painting my friends.’

Tim Danko / deadxeroxpress /
Zombo Vertov
Material cartoonist adrift.
FB: @onceDXP FB: @tvcompetition

Insta: timdeadex

Tuafale Tanoai aka DJ Linda T.

DJing began in 1976 using records on a single player
with a microphone, on a Friday lunchtime at Auckland
Girls’ Grammar School.
lindat.art

Two Treats

With a combined experience of over 40 years in the
cooking and hospitality industry, Tina and Sharna have
done it all.
website: twotreats.co.nz

Via Tuimaseve

Talofa! O Via Tuimaseve o lo’u igoa. I love my people
and my communities and all I want in this life is to serve
them through the creative channels I can to give them
back just a fraction of the love I have received and
continue to receive.

¥oung Ghost

‘Cultures intertwined, trying to blur the line, a kiwiasian,
a rapper, a lowrider biker from Meizhou, Canton, China.’
I am a Hakka from Meizhou City, Canton Province, China.
I moved to Auckland 14 years ago. I love New Zealand.
Soundcloud: @youngghost86
Insta: @youngghost86
TikTok: @youngghost86

YOUR ART HERE.........

............................................................
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What suburbs make up the area known as Te Whau?
Blockhouse Bay, Avondale, Rosebank, New Lynn, New Windsor, Kelston, and Green Bay.

The Whau is also the name of our wai, and the name of a plant. What did Māori use the plant for?
The wood from the whau plant is very light and ideal for making fishing floats.

What type of spider is the Avondale spider and where did it originally come from?
It is commonly known as the Australian Huntsman spider, and it is believed to have come to New Zealand in a shipment of wood from Australia in the 1920s. Nicknamed locally as Dale, its relatives are famous for appearing in the movie Arachnophobia and Spiderman.

Where did Blockhouse Bay’s name come from?
Blockhouse Bay is named after a blockhouse built at Blockhouse Bay in the 1860s. A blockhouse is a small fort, used to help defend an area. Known as the Te Whau blockhouse, it was one of 11
blockhouses built around Auckland during the New Zealand Wars.

In the 20th century, New Lynn was known for the manufacture of bricks and ceramics, due to the clay in the area. What was the most well-known of these ceramic manufacturers?
Crown Lynn. You can visit Te Toi Uku in New Lynn to learn more.

Portage Road runs from New Lynn to Green Bay. What is a portage, and why do you think it was historically important?
Portage is the act of transporting or carrying boats between two bodies of water. Portage Road references the portage route that Māori took when carrying waka from the Hauraki Gulf to the Manukau harbour.

What used to be in the empty lot in the middle of Avondale (near Dale the spider)?
A 3 Guys supermarket.

What common NZ fruit originated from the Yang Tao (Chinese gooseberry)?
Kiwifruit. The variety of kiwifruit we see on supermarket shelves today was developed by Hayward Wright in Avondale in 1924.

What types of trees made up the urban ngahere at Canal Rd section, before they were felled?
Home to 46 native trees, the species in this stand included tītoki, karaka, black maire, kawakawa, rewarewa, manoao, mataī, totara, tawa and puriri.
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[PART 1]

[PART 2]
The Whau is full of artists and creatives doing what they love. The following questions celebrate some of our amazing local creatives.
Where in the Whau can you find Numangatini Mackenzie’s mural, Arohanui?
Kelston Primary School.
What is the name of the printing method where ink is forced through a mesh onto paper or fabric?
Screen-printing. It is an ancient technique which developed in China and Japan as early as the third century AD. Early mesh screens were made out of woven hair.
The name of this public art form originates from the Italian word graffito which means to scratch; what is this art form commonly called?
Graffiti. While it is now done with spray paint rather than scratching, the art form graffiti traces its roots back to Greek and Roman times when people used to scratch and paint slogans on public walls. Take
a visit to 1909 Great North Rd to check out the legal graffiti wall and see this artform in action.
Taulanga Ū Tongan Seniors get together once a week to create and connect. What do siapo, hiapo and tapa refer to?
These words refer to the art of highly decorated barkcloth prevalent throughout the Pacific Islands. Commonly referred to as tapa in New Zealand, it is called siapo in the Samoan language, and hiapo in
Niuean.
Artist Ekarasa Doblanovic uses natural pigments in her artwork. How was carbon traditionally made?
Carbon black is the name of a common black pigment, traditionally produced from burning organic materials such as wood or bone. Vine black was traditionally produced by charring desiccated grape
vines and stems. Lamp black was traditionally produced by collecting soot from oil lamps.
What type of poem has Renee Liang written for this book, and what special characteristics does this type of poem have?
Haiku. The Haiku is an ancient form of Japanese poetry, which traditionally follows very specific rules — the whole poem can only have 17 syllables, across 3 lines of poetry. The first line has 5 syllables, the
second line 7 syllables and the third line 5 syllables again. They are often written about nature.
Local actor, singer, choreographer and chai drinker Leela Patel has been involved with many Bollywood related performances. What is Bollywood?
The term Bollywood refers to Hindi cinema made predominantly in what was Bombay, now Mumbai, in India. The term is a combination of Hollywood and Bombay. Bollywood over time has come to
include the music, song, and dance featured in the movies.
What languages does local rapper ¥oung Gho$t rap in?
¥oung Gho$t is originally from Meizhou City in Guangdong Province, China. He raps in English, Mandarin and Cantonese.
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BTW... is a celeration of art by the Whau,
in the Whau and for the Whau.
Free from dairies across New Lynn, Green Bay, Kelston,
Rosebank, Avondale, New Windsor and Blockhouse Bay.

